Ken’s Salad Dressings
8784 BALSAMIC VINAIGRETTE GF
A smooth loose-bodied dressing, golden
brown, with spices visible throughout. Expect a
clean balsamic tangy taste, with a hint of olive
oil and mild seasoning.
8276 CHUNKY BLEU CHEESE GF
The foodservice industry-leading choice; its
quarter-inch bleu cheese chunks and heavy
body make it the perfect pair to any salad or
game day platter.
8277 CREAMY CAESAR GF
A yellow-tan dressing garnished with bell pepper throughout. Rich and creamy flavor with
pleasant
anchovy, garlic and Romano cheese notes.
8278 DELUXE FRENCH GF
Creamy red-orange, spoonable dressing garnished with spice. Its flavor is tartly sweet with
tangy vinegar and pleasant onion and spice
overtones.
8275 THOUSAND ISLAND GF
Creamy light-orange dressing with sweet relish
throughout.
8279 DIJON HONEY MUSTARD GF
Moderate-bodied, golden yellow, with particulates of cracked black pepper throughout. Dijon mustard notes, combined with sweet honey
and robust spices.

**Available by the 4 gallon case or by the gallon

8780 CREAMY ITALIAN GF
Full-bodied, creamy dressing with a clean mildly sweet flavor and blend of authentic Italian
spices.
8781 LITE ITALIAN GF
Light yellow dressing of light viscosity, garnished with spice particles starring red bell
pepper. Flavor and aroma is zesty and mildly
spicy with definitive authentic Italian accents.
Also available in PC cups.
8785 ZESTY ITALIAN GF
Golden loose-bodied separating Italian dressing, with visible spice particulate throughout.
Highly flavored with onion and garlic, in an oil
and vinegar base.
8783 BUTTERMILK RANCH GF
West Coast-inspired dressing that blends a
hint of white pepper with fresh sour cream, a
smooth balance of garlic and a bold black pepper finish for a dressing that’s sure to bring out
the best flavor in any salad or dish it meets.
8780 RASPBERRY VINAIGRETTE FF
Sacrificing fat but never flavor, Ken’s Fat Free
Raspberry Vinaigrette offers is a lighter way
to add the great taste of raspberry dressing to
any number of dishes. Sweet with savory notes,
this light dressing combines the taste of red
bell pepper and raspberry to create a pleasant,
fruity flavor.

